[Neurons in monkey parietal association cortex sensitive to depth movement].
We recorded neurons sensitive to depth movement from the inferior parietal lobule (area 7a) of alert behaving monkeys, and studied their response to changing sizes of retinal images and to changing binocular disparity. The size of the stimulus was changed by changing both the height and width of a slit in the same way, and the disparity change was produced by varying distances between a pair of polarized stimuli on a screen. Of 227 purely visual neurons recorded from 11 hemispheres of 7 monkeys, 32 neurons responded to the change of either the size or disparity, or both. Some of the neurons sensitive to size change could be activated by changing length on only one axis, but the optimal stimulus for most of them was a uniform change of size in all directions. The neurons sensitive to disparity change responded weakly to monocular stimuli, but showed clear selectivity in the direction of change of disparity when binocular stimuli were applied. We also found a group of depth movement sensitive neurons that responded maximally to the simultaneous change of size and disparity. This type of neurons may signal real depth movement by integrating the signals of size change and disparity change.